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CNCF Research User Group

https://github.com/cncf/research-user-group : CNCF Slack: #ug-research 

Meetings : Agenda ( recordings linked in the agenda, live youtube soon )

Zoom meetup every 1st and 3rd Wednesday 8am PT / 5pm CET

Goals

Advance research computing using Cloud Native technologies

Bring people from research institutions together

Learn how others have solved common problems

Build a research-focussed cloud-native community

https://github.com/cncf/research-user-group
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vvXxW4Cd4P5gcmWGz-_yKbgJex2_NlSWaHtsk_56TnA/edit?ts=5d53c5ff#heading=h.w1i0d7bmpu4l


CNCF Research User Group

Participation from our community has been increasing recently

Including some presentations (CERN, EGI, UNL)

Representation from multiple domains



Recent Survey

Full results in an upcoming kubecon session...



Topics Covered

Multi-cluster with Admiralty

POSIX Integrations (how to access hpc storage, slurm jobs etc)

OIDC (Lab / Institute SSO) integration with Kubernetes

Notebooks on Kubernetes (JupyterHub, Dask, GPU Integration, ...)

Image distribution / replicated registries / Pull-Through Caching

Lazy Loading of Container Images

Batch on Kubernetes (G-Research Armada)

Rootless Kubernetes

Cloud Bursting

GPU and GPU Sharing



Topic Covered

POSIX Integrations (how to access hpc storage, slurm jobs, etc)

Jeremy Rogers, ORNL/OLCF

Covering UID based access to shared filesystems from non root containers

Open Policy Agent (OPA) used to mutate workloads (admission controller)

Annotations with filesystem access information

sshexec-operator to manage user ssh keys for remote submission

kube-namespace-manager to keep user metadata (uid, …)

Considering open sourcing the tools above
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Topic Covered

Lazy Loading of Container Images - containerd remote snapshotter

Kohei Kotunaga, NTT

On average 6% of an image is actually read, but can be 76% of startup time

Much worse if images are very large - we’re guilty as charged!

Support added in containerd, linuxkit, ko (knative), ...

Several group members testing at scale, including CERN

Speeding up Analysis with Remote Container Images

https://kccncna20.sched.com/event/ekDj/speeding-up-analysis-pipelines-with-remote-container-images-ricardo-rocha-spyridon-trigazis-cern
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Topic Covered

Notebooks on Kubernetes (JupyterHub, Dask, GPU Integration, ...)

Enol Fernández: JupyterHub on EGI

Notebooks as a Service for EOSC, deployed across K8S EGI Cloud sites

Integration with EGI check-in (OIDC), NFS for persistent storage 

Brian Bockelman, UNL

Notebooks and Dask Scheduling from Jupyter environments

Dask as a Service, submission in cluster or offloading to HTCondor

Discussion on challenges for auth/authz and credential conversion

Work on common recipe / recommendations: https://github.com/cncf/research-user-group/issues/33

https://github.com/cncf/research-user-group/issues/33
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Upcoming Session at Kubecon Europe 2021

Maintainers Track

Cloud-Native Computing For Research Users

Jamie Poole (G-Research)

Ricardo Rocha (CERN IT)

https://sched.co/iE82

https://sched.co/iE82


Other Activities

Considering dedicated Rootless WG within the CNCF SIG-Runtime

Lots of progress for rootless support across the whole stack 

Help Akihiro and others disseminating and validating all the different pieces

Reach out if you want to help

Some ongoing discussion on OpenTelemetry usage

Anyone has experiences to report? Tracing, Metrics, Logging?



Questions?


